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ABSTRACT

We define a new stochastic process for representing images. We call this process
the Ordered-Tree process (OTP). We show the existence of such a process and derive
the optimal compression algorithm for such a process. Experimental results have indicated that the algorithm outperforms many existing image compression algorithms.
In order to define the stochastic process, we first define a Tree-Structured analysis
(TSA). This is a generalization of a multiresolution analysis (MRA) that extracts
only those properties of an MRA that serve well in image compression. In particular,
we place no requirement on self-similarity or orthogonality of basis functions.
We give a detailed example of the TSA and the OTP. Several theorems are proved
that explore the properties of the TSA and the OTP.
Keywords: Multiresolution, Multisplines, Wavelets, Tree-Structui:ed Analysis,
Ordered-Tree Stochastic Process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information in images is present at various scales and various spatial locations.
It is therefore natural to represent an image using a tree where the root corresponds
to information at the coarsest scale and the branches represent information at finer
scales. In 1983, Burt and Adelson [2] proposed a tree-structured algorithm that
enabled computing the approximation of a discrete-time signal (or an image) at any
particular scale using only the information at the previous scale. A follow-up to
this was Mallat's continuous-time multiresolution analysis [9] which uses wavelets to
decompose a function. Wavelet- based algorithms have generated a lot of interest
in the image processing community because there is a need for tecllniques that are
capable of zooming in on details wherever present and retaining coarse resolution
where details are absent.
In order to compress an image, we would like to utilize the fact that details are
usually present only in certain spatial locations of the image. The wavelet decomposition computes the wavelet coefficients (and thereby estimates the ismount of detail
present) at all spatial locations of the image. Wavelet based im,age compression
schemes first compute the entire wavelet transform and then postpr~ocessthe results
in order to achieve compression [7] [lo]. This requires a significant overhead in terms
of computational and memory resources. What we would ideally !like to have is a
method that tells us up-front in which part of the image wavelets are needed. Some
attempts have been made to integrate wavelets into a stochastic framework [I], [4],
[17] but these are not designed to pinpoint the locations where waveliets are required.
In this paper, the objective is image compression. We assume that a noiseless image is available to us. We index basis functions on a tree and construct a stochastic
process from it. The image data together with the stochastic assum]?tions give us an
idea of where (i.e. in which part of the image) to add more detail. The approximation that results from using these stochastic assumptions results in compression that
captures visually important details. Note that simply thresholding wavelet coefficents
may not result in details that are visually important. For example, a dot near the corner of an image may yield a high wavelet coefficient but may be visuislly insignificant.
We propose an approach that performs compression by jointly consiclering the spatial
information, the magnitude of the coefficients, and the stochastic as,sumptions.
We start by constructing a tree on which to index the basis fun~ctions.We then
associate some basis functions with each node of the tree. We irequire that any

functions associated with any finite collections of nodes be linearly independent. We
also require that as we consider nodes deeper down the tree, the support of the
functions associated with the node decrease exponentially with the depth of the node.
Our approach is to extend the ideas of a multiresolution analysis b;y extracting the
essential features that are useful in analysing images. We call this approach a 'LTreeStructured Analysis".
We then construct a stochastic process using the Tree-Structured analysis. We
order the nodes of the tree in such a manner that for any n, the first n nodes form a
subtree. For the basis functions associated with the nth node, we assign coefficients
(weights) that decrease with n. The ordering of the tree and the va,lues of the coefficients are both random. The stochastic process is constucted by summing up the
weighted basis functions. In this approach, some regions of the image get more detail
than others. The locations of high detail and the amount of detail are both random.
We call this process the "Ordered-Tree Process".
The optimal algorithm to compress such a process is then developed. The algorithm is simple and seeks the subtree that grabs the maximum energy from the given
data. As shown in the experimental results, the algorithm performs well on real images. An encouraging property of the algorithm that we prove is tha.t it zooms in on
discontinuities.
The approach outlined above is in contrast to the multiresolution analysis in many
ways. Firstly, the multiresolution analysis uses a single function at each node whereas
we use more than one (typically two). Secondly, the basis functions of a multiresolution analysis are translates and dilates of a single "mother" function, whereas we
place no such restriction. Third, the multiresolution analysis requires that the basis
functions form a Riesz basis whereas we only require linear indepen.dence of a finite
collection. Fourth, we place no requirement on self-similarity of the basis functions.
The advantage of placing multiple functions (typically two) at each node is essentially that we get better compression. The reason for this is that we get more
degrees of freedom to approximate the image where details are present. We can thus
do a better job this way than having to resort to several more wavelets (which are
all of the same essential shape). In real image compression applications, there is not
much advantage to having a unique representation of a function in an infinite basis.
This is the Riesz basis requirement that the multiresolution analysis imposes that
we dispense with. Rather, we only require that any finite set of functions is linearly
independent. Finally, if an image is truly self-similar in nature, it is advantageous
to use basis functions that exhibit self-similarity. However, if that is not the case,
it is not clear that self-similar basis functions perform a better job at approximating the image. We therefore do not require the functions to be s lf-similar. Note,
however, that we do expect the support of the functions to behave in a manner very
similar to that of compactly supported wavelets. Further, we do require that any
finite collection of these functions be linearly independent. These t,wo requirements
are sufficient to capture most of the useful properties of a multiresolution analysis.

The other properties of a multiresolution analysis contribute mathematical elegance
but are not necessarily benefical for image compression.
In the interest of clarity, we develop the theory for one-dimensional images supported on the unit interval (0, 11. The extension of our ideas to two dimensions is
straightforward. We summariseour results in chapter 2. The Tree-Structured analysis
is introduced in chapter 3 and some of its properties are explored. The Ordered-Tree
process and optimal compression algorithm are presented in chapter 4. Properties
and extensions of the process are presented in chapter 5. The cc~nclusionsare in
chapter 6, and this is followed by an appendix in which proofs are imcluded.

2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We define a Tree-Structured Analysis as a generalization of a Multiresolution
Analysis. We lay down the requirements of a Tree-Structured Analysis and give
a detailed example. The example is to use multiple spline-based. multiresolution
analyses simultaneously.
Let #(x) denote a scaling function in a multiresolution analysis. We show that
using only the even translates of all dilates of # results in the same space as using
all translates of a fixed dilate of #. The latter is the multiresolutioi~approach. Our
approach is to start with the former set of functions but choose them optimally under
some stochastic assumptions thereby gaining more compression.
We define an Ordered-Tree stochastic process. We prove the existence of such
a process. We show that in any interval (x - E , x E) c (0, :I.] details are added
infinitely often with probability one. Note, however, that the details may not be
large enough in magnitude to be visually significant. We show that we can construct
the Ordered Tree process using multisplines so that the resulting stochastic process
has M continuous derivatives almost everywhere. We derive an expression for the
estimate of the correlation between two points using the compresse'd approximation
of the image.
We derive the optimal compression algorithm for an Ordered Tree process. We
examine some properties of this algorithm. In particular, we find that the algorithm
zooms in on discontinuities.

+

3. TREE-STRUCTURED ANALYSIS
A multiresolution analysis (MRA) [9] has the ability to represent a function at
varying levels of detail. It is well known that some spatial regions of an image may
have more details than others. The drawback of the NIRA is that it does not adapt
the choice of basis functions to the given data. Rather, it simply assigns the same
level of detail at all spatial locations.
In this chapter, we extract the essential properties of the MRA that are useful in
the analysis of nonst ationary signals. We then enhance these properties and formulate
what we call a "Tree-Structured Analysis" (TSA). We give some examples of a TSA
and explore some of the similarities and differences between a TS.4 and an MRA.
Specifically, we show that a TSA has all the multiresolution properties of an MRA
without the use of wavelets.
3.1 Definitions
Throughout the development, our region of interest is the unit interval (0, l] whose
indicator function will be denoted by X(o,ll.Let D(o,llbe the set of all. dyadic rationals
in (O,l]. If d E D(o,ll,define ~ ( dand
) ~ ( d by
) the equations

) ~ ( dare
) both integers. Further, we have
Note that ~ ( d and
d = - K(d) with ~ ( d )odd.
2dd)
We refer to the elements d of D(o,ll as scale-space atoms. Also, if D c D(o,;l, we will
call D a scale-space set. Some examples of scale-space atoms are d = 1, d = 5, d = $,
5
3
d=32' d =
and d =
Some examples of scale-space sets are D = { l 1, ~=),
,
3h'
13 121
27
D = {"
-) D = { -5 - -)
16, 1 2 8 ' 64
8' 16' 128' 32 7 etc'
Let T be the tree shown in figure (3.1). The root node is 1, and it has one child,
i. This, and all other nodes have two children each. In the tree T, the nodes d at
level j , are successively numbered

'

y.

~(d)
2?(d)

-where

~ ( d=) 1,3,5,-

- , 2y(d)- 1.

The numbering convention is shown in that figure. It is clear that there is a one-toone correspondence between dyadic rationals in D(o,lland the nodles of the tree T.
Hereafter, we will make no distinction between nodes of T and elements of D(o,ll,and
we will use the terms "node" and "scale-space atom" interchangably.
Let M and K be fixed integers with -1 I. M < I<- 1. In our e:xamples, we will
use piecewise polynomials with M continuous derivatives composed of polynomials of
degree at most K - 1. However, in the general case, the only significance of M and
K is that we can have K - 1 - M basis functions at each node. This is in contrast
to the multiresolution analysis which has just one basis function at each node.
Notations:
1. Let Z denote the set of integers and Z M , ~= { m e Z : M+1. 5 m I. K - 1 ) .
Let N denote the set of natural numbers.
2. For any scale-space set D, the number of nodes in D will be denoted by I Dl. A
scale-space set D is said to be finite if (Dl < m.
3. The set of square integrable functions on (O,1] will be denoted by Lf0,,].
Definition: A Tree-Structured Analysis is a set of bounded furictions $7, m E
Z M , ,~d E D(O,ll,
which satisfies the following properties.
P I : The collection of functions

{$T

: mE

Z M , ,~ d E D} is dense in Lfo,ll.

P2: For any finite scale-space D, the collection of functions
($7 : m E Z M , ,~ d E D} forms a linearly independent set.
P3: There exists a nonnegative constant C (which may depend on M and I<)so
that the support of the functions $7 is contained in the interval r c d - C xd+C

(k,
s].

Remarks:
1. The multiresolution analysis is defined on L 2 (R), whereas the Tree-Structured
Analysis is defined on Lfotl1.The reason for this is because images are compactly
supported and we need to be able to zoom in on specific regions of this fixed interval.
The tree structure is especially suited to zooming in on regions of a fixed interval and
experiment a1 results confirm the superiority of this met hod.
2. In a multiresolution analysis, the basis functions are required! to form a Riesz
basis [3]. Therefore, any function f E L 2 (R) must have a unique irepresentation in
terms of the basis functions. In other words, we may write

and the cd7sare unique. In the Tree-Structured Analysis, we require the cd's to be
unique for finite subsets D of D(o,l1.
3. A useful property to have is localization of the basis functions. This is ensured
by property P3. In contrast, the basis functions of a multiresolution analysis may or
may not have this property.

%

0.125 0125 0.375

d.5

0.625 0175 0.075

Pixel Location

*

Figure 3.1 Illustration of the tree T. Some nodes are numbered. Nlote the
one to one correspondence between nodes on the tree and dyadic rakionals
in (0, I].

4. In a multiresolution analysis, the basis functions are required form a shiftinvariant basis, i.e. if $(x) is a basis function, then so is $(x - 1). Also they are
required to be self-similar, i.e. there exists a sequence {pk)k>l
- SO that
$(x) = C;P=-03
pk$(2x - k) . In the Tree-Structured analysis, we impose no such
requirement. The main reason is that such self-similar functions mqy not be the best
choice of basis functions for every image. Further, in continuous-time systems, such
self-similar functions may not be realizable.
Mult isplines: An example of Tree-Structured Analysis

3.2

Images are well modeled by piecewise polynomials. We may therefore try to represent the image using spline-based non-orthogonal wavelets [3], which are composed
of piecewise polynomials. However, the difference between the polynomial order (of
the piecewise polynomials) and the number of continuous derivatives (of a function
composed of these wavelets) is fixed. For example, a function composed of 3rd order
polynomials come with 2 continuous derivatives, which usually results in excessive
overshoots in the fitted curve [6]. For image representation, we mixy like to have a
function with a small number of continuous derivatives (say 0) composed of piecewise
polynomials with large order (say 3). One possibility is to use multiple spline-based
wavelets simultaneously because that gives us control on both the polynomial order
and the number of continuous derivatives. However, in that case, the usual wavelet
decomposition is no longer valid (i.e., we cannot use the dual wavelet to compute the
wavelet coefficients). We therefore need an appropriate family of pieclewise polynomial
functions together with an inexpensive algorithm for computing the coefficients.
We are interested in functions with M continuous derivatives. The functions are
to be composed of piecewise polynomials of degree at most K - 1. PVe define a space
of splines
that satisfies these conditions. The subscript D will denote a set
of scale-space atoms that specifies which translates and dilates of' the splines will
be used. Since splines themselves are piecewise polynomial, D indirectly specifies
where the knots of the piecewise polynomials will lie. We adopt the: convention that
M = 0 denotes continuous functions and M = -1 denotes functions that are possibly
discontinuous.

sZM

3.2.1

Construction of Multisplines

The zeroth order spline is defined as

and the mth order spline is defined recursively by the relation

where * denotes the convolution operator. By indexing the splines using d E D(o,ll,
we can denote the dilates and even translates of splines as follows.

where 11 . )( denotes the L2 norm. Note that since ~ ( dis) odd, we must have ~ ( d-) 1
even. This ensures that equation (3.4) indexes only even translates of the splines.
Also note that we have multiplied the function 4" by the indicator function of the
unit interval. In other words, we truncate those parts of the funlction that reside
out'side the unit interval. Further, the denominator in equation (3.4) ensures that 47
is a unit energy function. Let

Then

sZMis a Hilbert space when endowed with the norm

We refer to the set

sZMas the space of multisplines with M continuous derivatives
(0711

composed of (K - 1)th order polynomials. It is clear that for any D c D(o,ll,we have
K'M . The ability to choose D adaptively is the one of the most important
s~fo.I~

'ZM

points in thLiesearch. The algorithm that chooses D makes use of the tree-based
indexing scheme presented offered by the Structured-Tree Analysis.
3.2.2 Multisplines form an Tree-Structured Process
We now show that multisplines form a Tree-Structured Process. Property P3 is
easy to verify by setting C = K - 1. In order to verify properties P1 and P2, we need
two theorems. We first state a definition and then the theorems.
Definition: A scale-space set D is saturated if D = {$ : k = 1,.. . ,2j) for some j.
When necessary, we will refer to this D as the saturated scale-space set at resolution

Theorem 1 Let D be any finite scale-space set. Let 47 be as defined in equation
(3.4). Then the set of functions ($7 : d E D , m E Z M , )~ form a linearly independent set of functions.

Proof: The proof is in the appendix. w
Theorem 2 Let D j be the saturated scale-space set at resolution j. Then

Proof: The proof is in the appendix.
We now consider the relationship between multisplines and piecewise polynbmials.
Given a scale-space set D, define

f E LfO,,l: f is composed of piecewise polynomials
of degree at most K - 1
with knots at the elements of D
and f has M continuous derivatives

1

Theorem 3 Let M, K be integers with -1 5 M < K. Let D be a saturated scale
space set. Then

where pZM is the space of piecewise polynomials functions which are composed of
piecewise polynomials of degree at most K - 1 with knots at the elements of D, and
possess M continuous derivatives.

Proof: The proof is in the appendix.
Remarks:
be the (conventional) multireso1. The content of Theorem 2 is as follows. Let
lution space based on the spline of order m as given in [3]. Then the even translates
(of all dilates upto j) of the splines 4"" forms a basis for the direct sum of the spaces
V;"', m E Z M , .~Thus, we do not need wavelets to construct a multi~:esolution.Using
only the even translates of the scaling function will do the job.
2. If we set m = K - 1 = M 1, then we are dealing with a single spline of order
m. In this case, it has already been shown that this spline can be used as a scaling
function to generate a multiresolution analysis [3]. Further, it has been shown that
this set of functions is dense in L 2 (R). It is therefore dense in Lfo,ll. Further, adding
more functions by increasing K - M will not alter this property. T:hus, property P1
follows from Theorem 2.
3. Property P2 follows immediately from Theorem 1.
4. Of late, there has been some interest in using multiple scaling functions to
construct multiwavelets [16]. The motivation for constructing multiwavelets is to be
able to construct new orthogonal wavelets. However, the wavelets so constructed are
very jagged in appearance and not particularly suited for image prlocessing applications. On the other hand, our multisplines use the translates and d:ilates of multiple
splines. These are not orthogonal functions. In our approach, we relax the requirement of orthogonality and focus instead on functions that can economically represent
an image.

yrn

+

5. Theorem 3 says that if we have a saturated scale-space set D, then we are
essentially dealing with the space of piecewise polynomials with knots at dyadic rationals. This theorem provides the reassurance that if we limit ourselves to a large
but finite resolution, then we do indeed eventually get the desired space of piecewise
polynomials.

4. IMAGE REPRESENTATION USING THE ORDERED-TREE STOCHASTIC
PROCESS
We would like to construct a stochastic process that is effective at representing an
image. Since the image data is usually available to us, the emphasis is on compression
of data rather than prediction. Any image can be represented in the form

where the coefficients c? determine the image. Recall that we can establish a one to
one correspondence between the atoms in D(o,lland the nodes of the tree T. Let the
nocles of the tree T be ordered so that for each n, the first n nodes; form a subtree.
In our stochastic process, this ordering is random. The nth coefficient
is chosen
randomly from a probability distribution that depends on the ordering of T as well
as on the previously chosen coefficients.
We start this chapter by defining the Ordered-Tree Process, then show the existence of such a process and finally explore some of its properties. This stochastic
process has some interesting and important properties such as the fbllowing. In any
1. Other
interval (x - E, x E ) , details are added infinitely often with pr~b~ability
properties are also discussed.

CZ

+

4.1

Definition of the Ordered-Tree Process

Definition: The parent of a node d is the node ( [ ~ ( d ) / 2 J )/ 27("). The children
of a node d are the nodes ( 2 ~ ( d-) 1) /
and ( 2 ~ ( d ) 1) / 2 ~ ( ~ ) + ' .
Definition: A subtree is a set B of nodes containing 1 and some 01: all other nodes,
satisfying the condition that the parent of every node (other than 1) in B is also in
B. The set of children of a subtree B, denoted by chil(B), is the set of all nodes
which are children of nodes in B but are not themselves in B.
Let the nodes of the tree T be ordered as {dl, dS,. . -) where the ordering satisfies
the condition that for any n, the first n nodes form a subtree. That is, for any n,
B, = {dl, d2,.. . , d,) is a subtree. It is easy to see that given Bn-1, there are n
possible choices for d, that satisfy the requirement that B, be a subtree. The node
d, may be chosen as one of the children of Bn-1. We set the conditional distribution
to be uniform, i.e.

+

This specifies the distribution from which nodes are chosen.
It remains to specify how the coefficients c? are selected. In order to do this we
use the following notation. Let D be any scale-space set and let

Let g be any function and denote the projection of g onto SDas SDg. The energy in
this projection is

IlSDgll2 =

s~g)

We can now define the Ordered-Tree process.
Definition: An Ordered-Tree process is

where the di's are chosen as in equation (4.2) and the cz's satisfy the following
condition:

where

i) is any scale-space set satisfying li)l = n and i)# B,.

Theorem 4 There exists an Ordered-Tree process g(x) as in equation (4.3) satisfying
equation (4.4).
Proof: The proof is included in the appendix. rn

4.2 Optimal Compression Algorithm for an Ordered-Tree Process
In this section, we derive the optimal compression algorithm for t8heOrdered-Tree
process. We then explore the possiblity of using this algorithm on piecewise constant
functions with a finite number of jumps. Interestingly, we find that the tree trickles
down to the locations of the jumps. It is not clear at present whether the piecewise
constant function can nontrivially be represented as an instantiation of the OrderedTree process. However, it is encouraging to know that the algorithm performs well
on such functions.
Let D, fi be scale-space sets, each with n nodes. Given an Ordered-Tree process

we consider approximations of the form

where D is a scale-space set.
Definition: Let {Dn),"==, be a sequence of scale-space sets. A sequence {SDng)~==,
of approximations of a function g(x) is said to be the optimal compression sequence
if for each n,

Algorithm: Let g be the Ordered-Tree process to be approximated.
eepeat steps 2 and 3 until the desired rate or distortion is achieved. Step 1. Start at
the root of the tree, i.e. set B = (1).
Step 2. Our current approximation of g is SBg.
Step 3. Of all children of B, find the node d that maximizes IISBu(dlg(l. Set
B = B U {d).
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the desired rate or distortion is achieved. This is shown
in iigure (4.1).

Theorem 5 For an Ordered-Tree process, the algorithm in figure (.4.1) is optimal.
Proof: The proof is in the appendix. w
We now consider what happens if the algorithm is used on a pi'ecewise constant
function. In particular, we would like to know if the subtree that results from the
algorithm zooms in on the discontinuities of such a function.

xEl

Theorem 6 Let 0 < X I < XI < - < XN = 1 and let p(x)
c, X~zi-l,ril
be a piecewise constant function on (0, 11. Let 6 > 0 be a fixed small number.
1. If the algorithm is used with multisplines with M = -1, = 1 (i.e., only the
zeroth order spline), then the algorithm chooses nodes in the interval (x - 6, x 6)
infinitely often if and only if x is a discontinuity point (i.e. x E {xl,. . . , X N - ~ ) ) .
2. If the algorithm is used with multisplines with M > -1 (i.e., multj.plesplines starting with first order), then the algorithm chooses nodes in the interval (x - E , x 6)
infinitely often if x is a discontinuity point (i.e. x E {xl,. . . , xN-=,I).

+

+

Proof: The proof is in the appendix. w

Start: The current subtree is B {I},),
I
! i.e. use only the root of the tree.

1 Set

%f to be the projection of f onto the
space spanned by scale-space atoms in B .

1L-pOurpppcurrent estimate of f is
7

sf

.
--

Of all children d of B, let d* be the
child that maximizes I1 SB {d*l f II.
Set

1

A

7

B = B U {d*}.

Figure 4.1 Flowchart of algorithm. The second and third steps of the algorithm
are repeated until the desired rate or distortion level is achieved.

5. PROPERTIES AND EXTENSIONS OF THE ORDERED-TR.EE PROCESS
In this chapter, we first outline some properties of the Ordered-Tree process. Then,
we look at an extension of this process.
5.1

Properties
We now outline some of the properties of the Ordered-Tree Process.

Theorem 7 Let

Suppose that for each d E D(o,ll,there is at least one m E Z M , ~SO that

Let x E ( 0 , l ) and let e > 0 be an arbitrarily small positive num.ber. Then with
probability 1, the tree visits (x - e, x e) infinitely often. In other words, for any
interval (x - e, x e), details are added infinitely often.

+

+

Proof: The proof is in the appendix.
Corollary 1 For the Ordered Tree process based on multisplines, with probability
1, details are added infinitely often in any interval (x - c, x

+ e).

Proof: The proof is in the appendix. rn
Theorem 8 Let g(x) be the Ordered Tree process and gn(x) be t'he restriction of
g(x) to the first n nodes. Then

Proof: The proof is in the appendix.
Remarks:
1. Theorem 4 says that details will always be added in any interval. However, this
may happen for very large n. In this case, the Lt0,,] energy added is very small. Recall

that the energy added decreases as the iteration number n increases. We would like to
reconstruct the process in a manner that retrieves the maximum energy for minimum
number of coefficients. In the next chapter, we develop the algc~rithmthat does
precisely that. This is in contrast to the multiresolution algorithm that allocates
coefficients uniformly over the entire image without any regard to the amount of
energy involved.
2. Consider the Multispline Ordered-Tree process and let x, :y E (O,:l]. The
correlation coefficient between x and y will be less if the tree has attai:ned a large depth
near x and more if the tree has not traversed deep near x. This is simply because the
)
splines 47 are smooth functions whose variation increases as ~ ( d increases.
3. If the basis functions #$ (x) are continuous functions of x, then the correlation
coefficient is a continuous function of its arguments.
5.2

A Stochastic Process with Decreasing Detail-Energy

In this section, we define a stochastic process that has decreasiing detail-energy
(DIIE). This is a variation of the ordered-tree process. We also show that the algorithm in figure (4.1) is optimal for this process too, though in a different sense.
and is
In the MRA, he detail space W j is orthogonal to the coarse space
complements it to form the fine resolution space
[8]. In the DDE process, as the
resolution j increases, the energy in the detail space decreases. The: exact definition
of the DDE process is given below.
A DDE process is a random function f that obeys the following property:
Al: Let B be a subtree. Let d,dt $ B.
If d' E desc({d)) then P(Cf(d/B) > Cf(dt/B)) > 0.5, where P(.) denotes the
probability of an event.
In order to prove the existence of such a process, one must specifically consider
which function(s) are used as scaling functions to form the multiresolution analysis.
In our case, the scaling functions used are the splines d m , m = M 1, . - , Ii' - 1. In
the theorem below, we show the existence of such a process for M == 0, K = 1.

+

Theorem 9 For the multispline family characterized by M = 0, Ii' = 1, there exists
a random function f that satisfies the property Al.
Proof: The proof is in the appendix.
Although we have not proved the existence of such a process for other choices of
M and K, we have successfully used many values of M and 'tI in our experiments.
Our experiments find the optimal function with respect to the criterion defined below.
Definition: Let f be the function to be estimated and let F be a, set of estimates
of J . Let j, E F . The Highest Probability Estimate of f in F, denoted by j ~ p ( ~
is the estimate that has the highest probability of minimizing the L$,lI error, i.e.

f

) ,

Let Fl be the set of functions that uses only one scale-space ato:m, i.e. the cardinality of the scale-space set D in SD is 1. The problem of finding f H P ( ~ , )is equivalent
to answering the following question, "If we have to estimate f using only 1 scale-space
atom, which atom should we choose?". The answer to this is shown (in theorem 4
below) to be the root node. Having approximated f using a subtree B of scale-space
atoms, we want to improve our approximation by using one more a.tom. Again, the
question is which atom to choose. We show that the atom must be a child of B.
Further, if we have knowledge of C(d/ B) for all d E chil(B), then we can find the
HP estimator conditioned on this knowledge. We show that, given this knowledge,
the scale-space atom to choose is the one in chil(B) that maximizes C(d/B). These
results are proved in theorem 4 below.

{xE&+,

Theorem 10 (i) Let Fl =
cd+r : d E D(,,]}. Then jHP(FI)
= Sillf .
(ii) Let B be a subtree with root at 1. Let g = f - SBf . Then iHP(Fl)
= SId}g
where d E chil(B).
(iii:) Let d* = arg m a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) { C Then
~ ( d /i Bj ) ~) . ~
= Slda}g
( ~ ~ ) where the probability (in the definition of ijHP(Fl))is now conditioned on knowledge of d*.
Proof: The proof is in the appendix. rn
Note that in part (iii) of the theorem, the choice of d* entails maximizing the cost
over only the children of a given tree B, not over the complete tree T.
A description of our algorithm is given in figure (4.1). At each step, it works its
way down the tree and chooses the atom that maximizes the probability of minimizing
the Lto,llerror.
What our algorithm has in common with the conventional multiresolution analysis method is that we first seek information at a coarse level and lthen zoom in on
the details. What distinguishes our method from the multiresolu.tion approach is
the following. We recognize the fact that some high resolution coefficients may be
more important than other low resolution ones. So we choose coefficients adaptively.
Our process of choosing coefficients creates a subtree of scale-space atoms which allows zooming in at one location while having relatively coarse resolution at another
location.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this chapter, we briefly present some experimental results of our work. Further
details of our experimental results can be found in [15], [12] [13] [14].
6.1 Compression
An important property of the multispline compression algorithm is that the representation degrades gracefully as the number of coefficients is decreased. This is
shown in figure (6.1).
As can be seen in the figures, if the number of coefficients is relduced from 4000
to 2000, the degradation of image quality is far more acceptable in multispline compression than in wavelet or DCT compression. If the ATM network is being used
for a videophone application, the 4000 coefficient multispline representation shown
in figure (6.lf) may be adequate. If the DCT or wavelet compres:;ion schemes are
adopted, the image quality may not be adequate and a larger number of coefficients
ma,y need to be transmitted. Now if the network is congested and the ATM switch
requests the transmitting user to lower his transmitting rate down the 2000 coefficients per image, the resulting quality will be as shown in figures (61.1 c, e, g). Even
if 2000 coefficients are discarded, the multispline compression a1goi:ithm still yields
a reasonable image, whereas the DCT compressed image has unacceptable quality.
An important requirement of the compression algorithm used is graceful degradation.
The multispline algorithm is clearly superior in this respect and thus seems to be a
better choice than the DCT or wavelet based algorithms.
6.2

Noise Removal

The multispline algorithm can also be effectively used to remove noise. In fact,
we get compression in addition to noise removal [13].
We now present experimental results of simultaneously compressing and de-noising
an image. We compare our approach to the restoration technique in [5] since it
appears to be the best available algorithm. The approach in [5] is effective on small
blocks of the image. However, using the technique this way causes a blocking effect
to appear. On the other hand, if we apply the algorithm to the entire image, the
blocking disappears but the noise is not removed. This is clearly seen in figures
(6.2b7c)which shows the results for Gaussian noise. In Figure (6.2!d), we show the
resillts for the multispline algorithm which not only does a better job at de-noising
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(a) Original Image.
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(b) DCT: 4000 coefficients.
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(c) DCT: 2000 coefficients.
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(d) Haar wavelet: 4000 coefficients.

(e) Haar Wavelet: 2000 coefficients.

(f) Multisplines, 4000 coefficients.

(g) Multisplines: 2000 coefficients.

Figure 6.1 Comparison of degradation in image quality as number of coefficients
reduced. The Multispline approach (~utperformsboth Haar-wavelet and DCT
methods at both high and low compression ratios. Instead of the Haar wavelet,
other orthogonal wavelets may be used, but these are also jagged in appearance

the image but also simultaneously performs image compression. Note that there is
no blocking effect in the multispline representation.
6.3

Other Properties

Our experiment a1 results show that mult ispline compression provides graceful
degradation as the number of coefficients is reduced. We also observed that we can
simultaneously de-noise and compress an image using multisplines.
Multisplines possess some other properties that make it partic.ularly useful for
communication involving multimedia databases. The multispline :representation is
relatively robust to cell loss. In [13], it is shown that multisplines may be used
effectively to combat cell loss over an ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) network.
Further, by using multisplines, the overhead associated with coding; the index set is
halved (as opposed to the DCT). Another advantage of the multispline representation
is tohat it results in a much lower number of accesses to the hard disk containing
the image data. This is particularly useful in browsing applications [12]. Finally,
multisplines can also be used to estimate motion in motion image sequences [ll].
The properties outlined here together with other properties make multisplines
particularly useful for image compression and representation.
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(a) Image with Gaussian noise.

(b) Restoration using Randorn Field model,
8x8 blocks. No compression.

(c.) Restoration using Random Field model
on full image. No compression

(d) Joint restoration and compression using
Multisplines: 65:l compression.

Figure 6.2 Gaussian Noise: Comparison of our restoration method to the random
field approach. In figure (b), blocking c:an be observed. In figure ( c ) , there is no
blocking but noise is not removed. The multispline approach (figure (d)) has no
blocking artifacts, removes noise, antd additionally performs compression.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This report developed the theoretical framework for the Ordered-Tree process and
its optimal compression algorithm. It has been demonstrated in [12], [14] that this
algorithm yields very high compression together with excellent visual quality.
We showed the linear independence of multisplines. We proved that for saturated
scale-space sets, multisplines are equivalent to a multiresolution analysis and also to
a piecewise polynomial space.
We defined a Tree-Structured analysis and showed that multisplines are an example of a Tree-Structured analysis.
We defined an Ordered-Tree process and proved its existence. We showed an
important property that the OTP adds details in any interval infini'tely often.
We derived the optimal compression algorithm and explored some of its properties.
In particular, it zooms in on edges.
The ordered tree process shows excellent promise in image and signal compression.
Future work includes extension of the theoretical and practical results to compressing
motion image sequences.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX
PROOFS OF THEOREMS
In order to prove the theorems, we first need to make some definitions and also
state and prove some lemmas. Recall from equation (3.1) that any scale-space atom
d may be written as d = #, where ~ ( d is) odd. We may enumerate the atoms as
follows. For any integer n 1, we define

>

Then the nth scale-space atom can be written as

This is an enumeration of all scale-space atoms that does a "raster-scan" of the tree
T . Given a node d, its enumeration number is defined as

[-1

where
and 1.1 will be used to denote the ceiling and floor of a nurrtber respectively.
In equation (3.4), the functions were truncated and then normalized so that the
resi~ltingfunctions are unit energy. For the lemmas and theorems that follow, it will
be convenient to consider the unnormalized functions. We define

The functions $7 and $7 have the same shape and differ only by a scaling factor.
In order to express $7 in terms of its piecewise polynomial representation, we first
write

where the I'i;'d) are scalar coefficients. We define I'{y7d)
to be zero for values of k
outside the range specified in the first sum. The piecewise polynomiizl representation
of $7 is now obtained by multiplying both sides of equation (A.5) by X(o,ll.
We will now state and prove some lemmas, which will lead to the proofs of the
of zm
theorems. The first lemma tells us about the behaviour of the coefficient
in equation (A.5).

rzf)

Lemma 1 Let the spline

$7 be expressed as in equation (A.5). Then

Proof: First consider d = 1. Then

$7 = $".

It is well known [3] th~at

We will prove part (i) by induction on m. For m = 0, ~ O ( X=) 1 oln (O,l]. So part
(i) holds. Now assume part (i) true upto m - 1. From equation (A.6) for 4", the
coefficient of x m on (k, k 11 is

+

This proves part (i) for d = 1. For an arbitrary d, we have by equation (A.5) that

The proof of part (i) is complete when we compare the coefficient of x m in the above
equation with that in equation (A.5).
For part (ii), if m = 0 then the inequality is trivially satisfied since there is no
= I'cp!l.
value of k with ~ ( d ) k 5 m ~ ( d-) 1. So let m 2 1 and suppose
Then

<

2"7(d)

+

I'zt)

(m - I)!
- 2"7(d) ( - ~ ) ~ - l (m - I)!
m! (m - 1 - k)!k!
m! (m - k)!(k - I)!

Cancelling common terms, we get k = -(m- k), which implies m = O., a contradiction.
be as in equation (A.5). Let
Lemma 2 Let J > 0 be a fixed resolution and let
H ( ~be~the
~ the
) 2J x 2J matrix whose ( p , q)th entry is defined by

where d(p) is as given in equation (A.3) and p~ is defined as

1 nonsingular.
Then ~ ( ~ ' " is

Proof: For m = 0, the lemma follows from elementary row operatio'ns on H(~'").So
assume m 2 1. We will do the proof by induction on J. Assume J == 0. Then H(07")
is 1 x 1, and

Since $7 is composed of polynomial pieces whose order is exactly m, I$?$)
# 0.
Therefore H(O7")is nonsingular.
1 be
Now assume the statement true upto J - 1. The first 2J-1 rows of ~ ( ~ ' " can
formed by writing each column of H(~-"") twice, i.e. for these rows of H(~*"),
the
(2n - 1)th and (2n)th columns are identical (n = 1, - - . , 2J-1). Therefore,

)
are all linearly indeBy the induction hypothesis, the first 2J-1 rows of H ( ~ I "rows
pendent.
we have Oj(p) = J. Therefore, for these
For the remaining 2J-1 rows of
rows, we have
~

(

~

7

"

)

~

+

Now consider the (2J-1 1)th row. For this row, we know (by Lernma 1) that the
entries in the first two columns are unequal, i.e.

>

+

Further, since Ok(p) 2 3 for all p 2J-1 2, the entries of the first two columns of
~ ( ~ "are1 zero for all these values of p, i.e.

Further, we have

Define vectors v and
V

+ as

= [?Il,.. . , v ~ J ] ,

1 = [q,
"'

7?12J-L7?7'

1.,oJ

2 J-l zeros

Now let

Note that from equation (A.8) we get

It now follows from equation (A.10) that
W,

= ul

+ u ~ J - ~ + ~ H ( ~ ' ~ ) ~ J - I + ~ , =~ ,U l + v ~ J - I + ~ H ( ~ ' ~ ) ~ JlA.13)
-~+~,~
W2

Suppose w = 0. Then wl = wz = 0 and it follows from equations (Pi.9, A.13) that

Inductively, it follows (using equation (A.12) that

The second equality together with the induction hypothesis imply that v = 0 . This
completes the proof of the lemma. w

Theorem 1 Let D be any finite scale-space set. Let
(3.4). Then the set of functions
dent set of functions.

($7

$7 be as defined

in equation

: d E D, m E Z M , )~ form a linearly indepen-

Proof: Let

and

Let J = max{y(d) : d E D) be the resolution of the finest resolution atom in D. By
construction, the function f is piecewise polynomial with the degree: of each piece at
most K - 1. Suppose f is identically zero. Then the cy's must be chosen so that the
31, 1 4 2J.
coefficient of xK-', xK-27 . 7 x"+l are all zero on each interval
Now
: d E D) are the only elements of FD that have a term xK-l. So
the
must be chosen so that the coefficient of xK-I in equation (A.14) is zero.
$1 is
Using equation (A.5), the coefficient of xK-I on the interval

(9, < <

cf-l 's

(9,

where n(-) and p J(-, -) are as defined in equations (A.4) and (A.7) respectively.
nonsingular.
- ~ )
So for the above
By Lemma 2, we know that the matrix H ( ~ ~is ~
expression to be zero, we must have c?-l = 0 Vd E D. By backward induction on
m, it follows that we have c7 = 0 Vd E D, m E Z M , .~Since the 457's are a scaled
version of the 47's, the theorem is proved. w

Lemma 3 Let n be a positive integer. Then

Proof: The two-scale relation for splines [3]can be written as

1=0

l=O

1 odd

1 even

where b m ( l ) are the b-spline coefficients which are given by

bm(l) = {2-m('71)
0
Let 6,:; be a 2j-'

i f o ~ l < m + l
otherwise

x 2j-I matrix whose ( p , *)th entry ( 1 5 p, q
b m (2(q - p )

+1)

<

if 0 q - p
otherwise

< 2'-')

is given by

5 2j-I!

The entries below the main diagonal are all zero. The entries of th.e main diagonal
are all ( m 4- 1)2-, which is
are all ( m 1)2-,. Therefore, the eigenvalues of C:,
strictly positive for all m >_ 0. Hence (7% is invertible.
Define the vectors B m j - l , 6 3 ,
en and the 2j-I x 2j-' matrix C z as
follows
dm(2j-lx - 21-1
Grn.j-1 ( 5 ) = [ d m ( 2 3 - 1 ~ ) ~ ( 0 ,drn(2j-lx
117
- 1 ) X ( 0 , l I , .. .
+ l)X(0,lJT
a:?(X) =
drn(2j+- 2 ) ~ ,( . .~d m,( 2~j x ~ 2j~ 2 ) ~ ( ~ , ~ ] ] ~

+

a*,

+

a%:(X)

. - drn(2jX- 2j

= [drn(2jx- 1)X(0,117dm(2JX- 3 ) X ( ~ , l l ~
en = [ O , O , . . . , O ,
1 0,*..,0IT
v '

+1 ] ) ~ ~ ~ , ~ ] ]
T

nth spot

if 0 5 q - p 5 2j-I
otherwise

bm(2(q - p ) )

Then it follows from equation ( A . 1 5 ) that

If 1

5 n 5 2j-I then
dm(2jx- 2 n

+l

) ~ (= ~ , @%(XI
~ ~
= e
: [C::;]-'

even @even
[Qm,j-1 -crnvj. m,j

which is a linear combination of functions in 6,,j-1 and

Hence the lemma is proved. w

a:?.

I

If n > 2j-I then

Theorem 2 Let Dj be the saturated scale-space set at resolution j. Then

Proof: Using Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove the statement for a fixed m. We
therefore fix m and prove the statement by induction on j. Let

It is clear from the definitions of

and Dj that

Let j = 1. Then

= 2.
We know that elements of Vj" are linearly independent. So dim{~,pan{V,~))
Since U r contains two functions, dim{span{U,")) 5 2. By lem~ma3, 4"(2x l)X(o,llE span{Ur}. Therefore, span{l/lm} c span{Ur). So dim{span{U;D}} =
dirn{~pan{V,~))
= 2 and consequently, span{Ur) = span{V;").
Now assume the statement true for j - 1. Since elements of
are linearly
independent, dim{span{ym)} = 2". Clearly, dim{span{U;"}} 5 2j. By Lemma 3,

Ym

Uym7even)for k = 1 , 3 , . . . , 2 j - 1
span {UF, uyFven)
by induction hypothesis

q5m(2jx- k)X(o,ll E span{V;l,
=

= span{Uj")

by construct'ion of Uj"

By a similar dimensionality argument as in the case of j = 0, we get span{U?) =
span{ym).

Theorem 3 Let M, K be integers with -1 5 M < K. Let D be

al

saturated scale

space set. Then

where T'EtM is the space of piecewise polynomials functions which are composed of
piecewise polynomials of degree at most I( - 1 with knots at the elements of D, and
possess M continuous derivatives.

Proof: It follows from Theorem 1 that dim{SO;M)= M
2j(K - M - 1 ). It follows (again from Theorem 1) that

+ 1 and that

=

+

The number of derivative constraints on a polynomial in pDKMis (2j - 1 ) ( M I),
and these are linear constraints. The number of coefficients for a polynomial of degree
I(-1 is K and there are 23' polynomial pieces. Therefore

?DKM

sEpM

K,M c
because, by construction,
is composed of
It is clear that SD
piecewise polynomials of degree at most Ii - 1 with M continuous derivatives with
and pEtM
have the
knots at elements of D. But by equations (A.17, A.18),
same dimension. Therefore,
= pEvM.
rn
For the remaining proofs, we will require the Gram matrix of inner products. Let
D = {dl,. . . , dlDI)and 6 = {&, . . , dID1}be finite scale-space sets. We define the
IDI(K - M + 1) x I ~ ( (-KM 1) Grammatrixas

sDKyM

sEvM

+

Before stating the next lemma, we introduce some notation. Llet D be a scalespace set and let J 2 0 be some fixed resolution. We define

A node d is above a resolution level J if y(d) < J . A node d is below iL resolution level
J if y(d) > J.
We also define some classes of scale-space sets. Let B be a fixed scale-space set
0 be some fixed resolution. We
(possibly, but not necessarily a subtree). Let J

>

define
VB = {D : J D I = I B ( , D # B )
VBltJ = {D = {dl,d2,... ,dk) : 1
VB2,J = {D = {dl, d2,. . .,dk) : 1

< k < ~ , $ d i ) < J)
< k 5 B, y(di) > J)

Lemma 4 Let B be a finite subtree. Given 6 > 0, there exists JBE N so that

>

for all i) = {dl,. - . , dlBI}which satisfy y(d1) JBQi = 1, - - ,, IBI. The inequality is
to be interpreted in the sense of positive definiteness of matrices.

Proof: The support of

c$T is contained in

Let

Let S, be the space of functions whose support is contained in A,. Let g be any
function and let S,g denote its projection onto S,. Then S,g is noinzero on a set of
(Lebesgue) measure at most

It is clear that SB

c S,. So for any functions g and h we have

where the second inequality follows from the first and the Cauchy Sclnwarz inequality.
Let
s = max
dEB

max
sup ~ T ( X )
~ E Z M , zK ~ (I]~ l

Since the 47's are bounded, s is finite. Therefore,

Let v be a vector of length (BI(M- K
Z M , ,~d E B. Then

+ 1)

whose componelnts are v r ,m E

where the second inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Choosing
JB sufficiently large, we can make the quantity in parantheses arbitrarily small. This
conlpletes the proof. rn

Lemma 5 Let N E N be a fixed number and

where B is a finite subtree and the cT's are (finite) coefficients. Given
exists J1E N so that for all J 2 J1and for all D such that ID1 = AT,

E

> 0 there

l(/lS~~,~9112
- llS~9112)1
<
Proof: Let

sup g(x)
~ ~ ( 101 7
Since the cT's are finite and the 47's bounded, s is finite. Pick J1 E N so that
2C.slDI 5 ~ 2 ~Let
' . J J1.Let
=

S

>

Let S, be the set of all functions supported on A,. Clearly, D z , jc S,.By our choice
5 E.
of .I1, we have JJS,g112
Let @ denote the direct sum of two spaces and @ denote the direct sum of two
orthogonal spaces. We then have

SD = S D ~
@,s ~ 2 , J
C

SD~,J
@S*

=

[sDl,
n(s.)ci @ s.

Therefore,

Since llS,gJ125

E,

we have

<

1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ IISDS~~~
~ 9 1 15 ~IIS~l,JgI12+
which completes the proof.

Lemma 6 Let B = {dl, d2,

, dlBl)be a finite subtree and let

9(5) =

C C
dEB

cYdT(5)
~EZM,K

Then there exists S(B) > 0 such that

Proof: If IBI 5 1, the statement is trivial. So let IBJ 2 2. We give an iterative
method to find S(B).
Let D = {dl, d2,.. - , dlBl).It follows from lemma 3 that we car1 pick JoE N so
that if y(d;) > Jofor all d; E D then
This completes the proof for the case where all of the nodes d; are below resolution
level Jo (i.e. ~ ( d ; ) JoVd; E D). We set = f(ISbgl12.
This is the zeroth step of
the proof.
At the kth step, we will consider the case where k nodes are above resolution Jk
and the remaining IBI - k below Jk.We will pick Jk2 J k - 1 . This will ensure that
the choice Jkwill also work for all cases previously considered.
At the kth step, define

>

,,"
,,min
llS~s1I2
- l s t ~ l , 2,...,
~ iklgIl2
{dl ,d,,-.,dk) : r(di15Jk-i
It follows from property P2 of a Tree-Structured analysis that 6; > (I. It then follows
f r o ~ nlemma 4 that we can pick Jk2 Jk-1SO that for all J 2 J k , we have

G=

2 < 16*
IIS~gl12- IIS~l,~gll
- 2 x

[A.20]

for all D E VB.
We now wish to consider the cases where there are at most k nocles above Jkand
the remaining nodes below J k . We only need to consider the the ci3ses where there
are at most k nodes above Jk-land the remaining nodes below J k . (This is because
the remaining cases have already been considered for previous values of k.)
For this case, we have
SDl,Jk-I

g=

Therefore, by equation (A.20)) we have
2

IlSDgll 5

lls~1,Jk-,

gl12

+ is;

S0

Now let

For any D E VB which has at most k nodes above J k , we have

IJSBSII~
- IISogl12 > 6k > 0
After the IBJthstep, we set 6(B) = SIB(and this completes the proof.

Lemma 7 Let B be a finite subtree. Let B* also be some finite subtree and d' a
child of B*. Let c be a real number and define

Then (w,~(.)
is continuous at 0.
Proof: Let D, i) E VB.Fix

t

> 0. Pick J E N so that

I I S ~ l , J ( ~ + h)I12 5 IISD(S+ hill 2
IlsB,,,~112

<
-

ll

S~

~+ h)l12
~ + 6~

(

9

5 IlS~911~ 5 lls~l,,9112+ t

for all D, i) E VB.We then have

Therefore

There are only a finite number of Dl,, El,J in VB. Further, (ISD1,,(g
continuous function of c for any fixed D. Therefore,
inf IISgl,,(g+h)112-

DEDB

+ h)1I2 is a

inf IIS- gI12
BED^
Dl,,

is a continuous function of c and is zero at c = 0. We can therefore pick S1 > 0 so
t ha,t if Icl < Sl then

For such a c, we have by equation (A.21),

Now

is a continuous function of c and zero at c = 0. So we can pick 1i2 > 0 so that if
IcI < 62 then

If

IcI 5 min(&, 62) then we have

Therefore, ( B , ~ ( .is
) continuous at 0.

H

Theorem 4 There exists an Ordered-Tree process g(x) as in equation (4.3) satisfying
equation (4.4).
We first construct a random ordering of the nodes of the tree T with the
property that for any k, the first k nodes form a subtree. At the first step, We get
a s-ubtree B1 by picking the node d = 1. At the nth stage, we get a subtree Bn by
picking one of the nodes in chil(Bn-1). At the nth stage, the choice of the node is
random and satisfies the condition that all nodes in chil(Bn-1) have equal probability
of getting picked. It is easy to see that this procedure imposes an ordering on the
nodes of the tree T with the property that for any k, the first k nodes form a subtree.
Let d; be the ith node picked by the random ordering described above. We construct the ordered tree process by constructing a sequence of functions

Proof:

and taking the limit as n goes to infinity. The function g, is forme:d by picking the
coefficients C; for the functions 42. Note that we have to pick K - A4 1 coefficients,
one for each value of m in Z M , .~
In this proof, we will set the coefficients CZ to be the same for all m E Z M , .~
That is, the coefficient will depend upon the node d, but not on the order m of the
sp1:ine. We will require the sequences {w,} and {a,} which we define as

+

Note that wl = 1 and w,

1 15 as n t m.

